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Focus of Session The focus of our "rst session was to understand Ryuki's

English level and what his strengths and weaknesses in

English language learning is. We also worked on

situationa phrases surrounding agreeing and

disagreeing with someone.

The focus of our session today was to discuss

Ryuki's homework, to assess how well he had

absorbed information from yesterday and discuss a

new topic of reacting to good and bad news.

The focus of todays session was to continue

developing Ryuki's speaking and writing in English,

as well as looking at how to keep a conversation

flowing.

The focus of todays session was heavily focused on

speaking and pronunciation technique. We spoke

heavily about Ryuki's weekend, and his homework. I

wanted to see how the information last week had

embedded into his mind!

The focus for our final session was to recap all the

topics which we discussed throughout our five

sessions (which Ryuki summarised in a dialogue), as

well as looking at the final topic of 'interacting face-to-

face'. My aim was to ensure that Ryuki's goals he set

out at the start of our 5 sessions were met, and that

he understood all topics we discussed throughout the

lessons.

Key achievements from session: Ryuki was able to showcase speci"c and detailed

vocabulary to an impressive standard.

He was also very determined to experiment with speci"c

english phrases and asked brilliant questions when

wanting to clarify information.

Ryuki's main achievement from the session was his

improvement in just one day! With confidence and

exposure I have already begun to see his fluency

improve when speaking English.

In addition, he was very imaginative with his

homework writing and absorbed the information from

yesterday's class very well.

Ryuki's vocabulary once again was very impressive,

with him using sophistocated language when

discussing topics. His homework was very well

written with a few grammatical errors which were

easily fixable.

He also showed great nuance when looking at

appropirate responses to phrases in English, and we

discussed how speci.c phrases can vary in how they

are recieved dependent on situation. A great critical

thinker!

Ryuki's homework was brilliantly written with very few

errors. He effectively spoke about tourist attractions

and wrote persuasively too.

Ryuki asked great questions and wasn't afriad to ask

for clarification which showcases his drive and passion

for improving his english.

Ryuki's homework was brilliant - his grammar and

pronunciation have drastically improved since we

started working together and this was evident through

his #nal piece of homework.

Ryuki was also very engaged with the topic of

'interacting face-to-face'. We looked at phrases which

he was not familiar with and he was very impressively

able to absorb this new information and command it

very quickly.

Key things to work on: The key thing I would encourage him to work on is his

con"dence when speaking English and constructing

sentences. He has the capability, knowledge and

curiosity, we will work on his cofidence together.

The key thing for Ryuki to work on from today's

lesson is ensuring that he uses 'definite and indefinite

articles' before words when necessary. For instance

ensuring he writes 'the living room' instead of just

'living room'. This will very effectively improve his

English writing accuracy.

We are continuing to work on Ryuki's ability to

retrieve language to use when speaking English.

With continued exposure and growing con.dence,

however, I can already see this improving.

In addition, I suggest Ryuki work on his basic

grammar and pre-.xes and prepositions. There were

a few mistakes we have corrected together and this

attention to detail is necessary when developing

fluency in a language.

Ryuki has been finding it challenging to recall specific

vocabulary, and when discussing topics covered last

week, he struggled to use specific vocabularly to

answer the questions. E.g. in a scenario when two

people disagree about what to have for dinner, he

struggled to recall specific food based words. This is of

course totally normal in language learning. I

recommend he works on his basic vocabularly.

Sometimes when people learn a language they can

develop impressive technical words and loose sight of

the basics foregrounding their language development.

Totally natural!

For Ryuki's future English learning I recommend he

continue to practice his speaking and vocabulary

recall. We spent concerted time on this in our

sessions and his progress was fantastic.

Continuing to practicing his conversational English as

much as he can will hugely help him. His writing,

listening, and reading were brilliant however.

Further reading/work suggested: I asked Ryuki to "nd one book from the Bodleian library

that he was interested in, and "nd a sentence

that fascinated him.

I also asked him to write a dialogue between two people

where they disagree, using the phrases learnt in class.

I set Ryuki the homework of finding a new book/

article contrasting what he found for our session

today.

In addition, I set him the homework of writing another

dialogue in one person receives bad news.

I have set Ryuki the homework of writing about one

geographical area, convincing me as a tourist to visit

it. We will be focusing on persuasive writing next

week so I am excited to see what he writes for this!

In addition, I encourage Ryuki to watch English

language television to increase his exposure to

English.

I gave Ryuki the homework of using all phrases we

learnt last week to write a dialogue involving reacting

to bad news, agreeing and disagreeing, and keeping a

conversation flowing. I would like to see the

information more embedded in his brain before we

move on from these topics.

I also set Ryuki some specific vocabulary exercises

surrounding 'getting around a city' to test his

knowledge that we will focus on next lesson.

I suggested that Ryuki watch English TV, and listen

to English music, as well as seek out opportunities to

speak English. Continued exposure to the language

is vital for his learning!

Plan for next session: The plan for the next session is to go through his

homework and look at a new theme: reacting to good

and bad news.

The plan for tomorrow's session is to focus on how

we keep a conversation flowing.

The plan for the next session is to look at vocabulary

that is useful when moving around a city.

Alongside this we will also recap all the phrases and

information we have learnt this week.

In the final session we are going to recap everything

we have discussed and also look at how to interact

with people face to face (an extension of the topic

'keeping a conversation flowing').

This was our final session.

Progress of Mentee (Overview): On track On track On track On track On track

Progress of Mentee (Written): Ryuki's English vocabulary is very impressive, and his

speaking (while a little hesitant) shows a great potential

for development. I hope he is able to continue his

dedication and English to language learning as he is,

great job!

Ryuki's fluency has already improved after one day of

being in the UK, great work!

Ryuki's English vocabulary is very impressive. We do

however need to continue to work on his retrieval of

words when speaking English and his fluency. This is

slightly behind the level of his vocabulary. It is

completely normal, and with his continued work I am

certain this will develop greatly!

Ryuki's effort and work is clearly evident, which is great

to see. I recommend he continue to work on his

specific vocabulary recall, which is something that will

come with practice and continued vocabulary learning

too!

Ryuki's progress over our 5 sessions was great - if he

continues to practice speaking English as much as

he can, and boosts his con#dence, I have no doubt

he will reach his goal of English fluency!


